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Trump biographers—including me—and many Washington journalists are telling

America that (a) Trump will never stop his coup attempt, (b) there's no bottom to

what he's willing to do, therefore (c) there's no final "victory" over Trump we can

celebrate.

I hope America will listen.

Donald Trump is a profoundly damaged mind. Everyone close to him who gets escape velocity from his madness says so.

Friends. Employees. Family members. Trump's pathologies make him an ongoing danger to America that Biden's DOJ and

intelligence officials *cannot afford* to ignore.

Too many journalists wrote pieces tonight calling the SCOTUS decision in the Texas lawsuit a "fatal blow" to Trump's coup.

Listen—the coup was never going to succeed and Biden was always going to be sworn in. The question is what the country

will look like when (and after) he is.

So you have a man on a mission to destroy this country who has it within his power to do so and you think his pathological

scheme will cease because of a court decision? The "coup" concept will unfold over as long a period as Trump needs for

him to get what he wants: total power.

Lara Trump will run for the Senate in North Carolina, they say. Ivanka Trump is mulling a Florida Senate run. Donald Trump

Jr. is mulling the Montana governorship. The GOP may be the "Trump Party" by 2024.

This is an ongoing effort to build an autocratic dynasty and end America.
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Here's the good news: The Lincoln Project exists. And a few more Republicans—not #NeverTrumpers before now—will bolt

from what Trump is doing now and will continue to do after January 6th. And Trump can't build on his base by much. So

that's what we have to work with right now.

Trump will shortly announce a 2024 run—and is setting up at least 3 family members to run for president after him. He has

terrorized one of the nation's two great political parties into abject subjugation. There's no Republican Party now—there's

the Trump Party. We must see this.

Anyone in journalism who called out Trump for what he was in 2017 was attacked. The attackers were incredulous at the

idea Trump was anything more than another pol with an agenda his critics detested.

Where are those folks now? Silent. Because now all America sees what Trump is.

I don't know how far off the exit ramp for all this is—how long it will take for America to survive it, given that there's no sign

publicly that Biden understands what he's facing here. Right now I'm focused on my own off-ramp, because I can't keep

writing these warnings anymore.

Trump campaign official Steve Cortes announced on Twitter that "the only day that matters" with respect to the Electoral

College is January 20th—they don't even recognize January 6th as being significant. And if you think they'll stop on January

20th, you really don't understand.

The things we may soon see could be beyond belief: Trump calling Mar-A-Lago the "Southern White House" and forming a

shadow cabinet. Widespread calls for secession. Calls for impeachment of Biden with doctored evidence. It'll be

neverending—an effort to make America ungovernable.

I know Biden's team reads this feed, as I know who follows my feed. My message to them is frankly this: imagine you're

about to come to power in a nation dealing with a seditious insurrection that's using advanced, asymmetrical post-internet

tactics few in government understand.

Joe Biden doesn't need to become something he isn't—he's always going to want to be a uniter, and that's a good thing. But

his mindset must be tinged with realism/pragmatism to a degree we're not seeing or we'll all get whiplash when the

DOJ/USIC publicly acknowledge this threat.

PS/ One thing among many I give Biden credit for: making a former national security advisor his top domestic policy adviser.

Folks wondered about that pick—including me—just due to of Rice's area of expertise.

I now think it's a very good sign that Biden has a sense of his task.
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